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Visa and Border Closure Update
 

Thank you all for your prayers regarding our visa situation and Japan's new border shutdown. And thank
you to those who reached out with care and concern after our newsletter sent Monday evening. You are
such an encouragement! We wanted to give you a quick update after talking more with the Japanese
embassy and hearing from our co-workers on the ground.
If you've been following the news from Japan, you probably noticed the outcry over their intent to halt
inbound flights into the country and then their flip flop on policy as the government tries to decide how to
implement the new border crackdown. There has been confusion and uncertainty for both those trying to
return and for those trying to enforce unclear policy. But it is now clear to us that God is answering our
prayers with another "wait," as the embassy here confirmed that our visas cannot be issued under the
current ban. And our Japanese co-worker who was filing applications for our screening certification in
Tokyo was told she must wait to submit those applications as well. While this news is discouraging, we
are hopeful that the omicron variant will not prove to be serious, and Japan will lift their visa ban after
December 31, when the current order is set to expire. If our paperwork can be processed in January, it is
possible our return to Nagoya will be delayed by just a couple of weeks. Let's pray for this new scenario
to be realized, if it is the Lord's will!

Some good news! Jutland's Certificate of Eligibility (photo above) finally was delivered from the
Immigration Office in Nagoya. And now our colleage is sending it to us in America via mail. Small steps,
but one by one we will get there!

Another Important Prayer Request
 
Please pray for another missionary family who serves in downtown Tokyo on the MTW Arts Minstry
Team, Roger and Abi Lowther and their sons. Yesterday, their son Aidan, who is a freshman in college in
America, was in a very serious bicycle accident in which he collided with another student. Aidan has been
in a sedated coma with a fractured skull, ear lacerations, and bleeding on the brain. The other student in
the bicycle accident was his roommate, Joseph, who is also in a serious condition in the hospital. Please
pray for Aidan and Joseph to be healed and for the Lowther Family as they process this trauma.
(Thankfully, they are currently in the US and can be with Aidan in the hospital.) We are asking for God's
care, healing, and comfort in this very difficult situation for a family in our missionary community.
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